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ABSTRACT  
The article presents the performance study for the proposed 

novel 32, 64 and 96Gbps channel DWDM links operating at 

20Gbps data rate. Numerical simulations have been carried 

out for the EDFA, Raman Amplifier, hybrid optical 

amplifiers with numerous single mode fibers over the 300 km 

transmission span. Results depicted good quality factor, wide 

eye diagrams. Enhanced overall transmission performance 

have been achieved with Raman Amplification and hybrid 

amplification scheme (Raman +EDFA) with counter-

propagating pump for the NZDSF (G.655) in contrast to 

numerous SMF’s tested. The investigations with numerous 

arrangements endow improved outcome altogether with 

viability for the forthcoming optical communication 

technology. 

 

Keywords- hybrid-WDM (HWDM); Dense WDM (DWDM); semiconductor 
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1.  INTRODUCTION  

 

Communication is the basic necessity of human similar to other 

daily needs, since primeval days people have adopted various 

ways of information sharing. With development of human 

civilization numerous schemes of information sharing have been 

developed for benefit of the society. The development of number 

of communication schemes has been classified into a number of 

communication generations along with their respective pros and 

cons. The present era, referred to as revolution of 

communication that has completely changed the human living 

and made people as its slave. With explosive growth of internet 

supported data transportation the preexisting network has been 

cramped full so, alternate transportation media have to be 

devised, fiber was one of them. However, in spite of enormous 

capability this has been also full. So, further speed and spectrum 

can be attained with numerous schemes, by exploiting 

preexisting networks capacity, so that more channels 

accommodated within a given spectral width, other is to increase 

the bandwidth of optical amplifiers, next is to increase the bit 

rate of each channel. Amongst numerous schemes WDM is a 

viable solution, wavelengths are transmitted over one single 

mode fiber simultaneously, and dense WDM (DWDM) 

corresponds to the channel spacing below 200 GHz. DWDM is 

advantageous as it leads to a higher possible capacity, proven to 

be one of the most capable technologies for communication 

systems of higher bit rate. Though, at high-bit-rate, the 

dispersion-induced broadening of short pulses propagating in the  

 

 

fiber causes crosstalk between the adjacent time slots, leading to 

errors when the communication distance increases beyond the 

dispersion length of the fiber[1].Optical signals are attenuated, 

losses also added by other optical components (as multiplexers, 

couplers) causes the signal weak to be detected, before this 

signal strength be regenerated, so optical amplifiers with 

enormous benefits than regenerators used, easily upgrade to a 

higher bit rate [2].  

Higher bit rate eight DWDM channels, four in-line 

SOA's,modulated in wavelength region 1558-1570 nm, spaced at 

200 GHz at 20 Gb/s,transmitted over 160 km[3].However, 

invention of Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) 

revolutionized optical communications, with large bandwidth, in 

terms of multi-wavelength signals, enough pump energy 

available, amplify as many optical signals as can be multiplexed 

(packed) into its EDFA gain window thus amplifying 

multiplicity of channels, allowed Dense WDM (DWDM).The 

overall DWDM system performance be further improved with 

cascaded hybrid amplifiers of different gain bandwidths 

preferred for long haul communication[4].In the few short years 

of deployment, DWDM performance improved 

vividly[5].DWDM transmission spaced 50 GHz at 10.7 Gb/s 

over up to 1200 km on NZ-DSF illustrated, without optical in-

line or post-compensation with duo binary signals, receiver with 

MLSE-EDC together with system flexibility proper for add/drop 

optical networking performance augmented[6]. 

Augment have been achieved with hybrid-WDM 

(HWDM) systems natural alternative to allocate both IM and 

PSK signals simultaneously. Mixed WDM system, carrying 

signals at different bit rates or different codes individual 

wavelength and tender suppleness in making use of modulation 

formats. The transmission performance of mixed 10Gbit/s 

optical transport systems dispersion levels were tumbling in 

system get better network transmission performances [7-

9].Augmented efficiency depicted with non-return to zero raised 

cosine scheme, with quality factor 16 to 23dB and BER ranging 

10
-11

 to 10
-40

 for detected channels over 260KM reach, with 

modulation schemes, jitter effect severe for return to zero 

systems than to non-return to zero DWDM systems [10].Dense 

wavelength division polarization multiplexed link Proposed, the 

channels divided as odd and even segments, depicted better 

performance for received channels over 180/450 km reach 

without dispersion management, performance enhanced with 

inclusion of FEC, random polarization and Raman Amplification 

[11]. Raman and linear optical amplifiers as inline amplifiers 

cascaded Systems of 16 × 10 Gbit/s investigated over SMF of 
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1040 km, exhibited good performance (Q-12.7–14.5 dB) which 

showed viability of the hybrid amplifiers including 

semiconductor optical amplifiers for the long-haul transmission 

[12].Hybrid optical amplifier, used as pre-amplifier and 

described its application on 40Gbps systems, hybrid pre-

amplifier offers an improving system power penalty of 3.2 dB 

than with back to back values[13].Simulated study with hybrid 

amplifier, cascaded thulium doped fiber amplifiers and EDFA 

gain-equalization technique, optical signal-to-noise ratio, 

exhibited gain of over 20 dB with bandwidth of 20dB [14-

15].Accordingly in the past numerous investigation have been 

executed for the fiber optical multiplexing techniques with  their 

respective pros and cons[16]. 

Lots of work has been done in this direction, although 

numerous reported works have certain limitations as data 

capacity, length of transmission, number of channels, 

amplification schemes and choice of good fiber infrastructure 

are significant issues. In this vision it presents performance 

study in novel 96x20, 64x20, 32x20Gbps DWDM systems with 

and without numerous amplification schemes, SMF’s in the 

terms Q-factor, eye diagram and transmission distance.  

2. THEORETICAL PRESENTMENT 

 

WDM came to the forefront in the middle of the 1990’s as a 

means of coping with the fiber-exhaust problem in long-haul 

networks. Two developments served to thrust WDM technology 

very quickly into the forefront in its application to fiber-optic 

networks [17].The first, the erbium-doped fiber amplifier 

(EDFA), made it feasible to use WDM by amplifying many 

wavelengths simultaneously. The second, the advent of the 

optical add/drop multiplexer (OADM), made adding and 

dropping an individual wavelength possible. When setting up an 

optical link, one formulates a power budget and adds repeaters 

when the path loss exceeds the available power margin. To 

amplify an optical signal with a conventional repeater, one 

performs photon to electron conversion, electrical amplification, 

retiming, pulse shaping, and then electron to photon conversion. 

But it works well for moderate speed single wavelength 

operation. But it can be fairly complex and expensive for high 

speed multiple wavelength operation. Thus a great deal of effort 

has been expended to develop all optical amplifiers. These 

devices operate completely in the optical domain to boost the 

power levels of multiple light wave signals over spectral bands 

of 30nm and more. Basically three fundamental amplifier types 

are semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA), Erbium doped fiber 

amplifier and Raman amplifier. Optical amplifiers nothing but a 

laser without feedbacks, have found widespread use in diverse 

applications ranging from ultra-long undersea link to short links 

in access networks. Its main ingredient is the optical gain 

realized when the amplifier is pumped to achieve population 

inversion. The optical gain, in general depends not only on the 

frequency of the incident signal but also on the local beam 

intensity at any point inside the amplifier. 

In EDFA active medium consists of a nominally 10-to 30-m 

length of optical fiber that has been lightly doped with rare earth 

element, such as erbium(Er).The host fiber material can be 

standard Silica, a fluoride-based glass. The operating regions of 

these devices depend on the host material and the doping 

elements. A popular material for long haul telecommunications 

applications is Silica fiber doped with erbium, which is known 

as an Erbium-doped fiber amplifier or EDFA.The operation of 

the EDFA is limited to the 1530 to 1560nm region. As in the 

case of any amplifier, as the magnitude of the output signal from 

an EDFA increases, the amplifier gain eventually starts to 

saturate. The reduction of gain in an EDFA occurs when the 

population inversion is reduced significantly by a large signal. 

The input and output powers of an EDFA can be expressed in 

terms of the principle of energy conversation [18-23]. 

 

             
  

  
                            (1) 

 

Where Pp,in     is the input pump power, and λp and λs are the 

pump and signal wavelengths respectively. 

The power conversion efficiency (PCE), defined as 

    
            

     
 

       
     

 
  
  

                

 

The quantum conversion efficiency (QCE), which is wavelength 

independent defined as 

    
  
  

                                                            

   The maximum value of QCE is unity, in which case all the 

pump photons are converted to signal photons. 

Assuming there is no spontaneous emission, amplifier gain is, 

  
      

     
   

   

  
 
      

     
            (4) 

This shows relationship between signal input power and gain. 

But when the input signal power is very large so that Ps,in 
  

  
Pp,in ,then the maximum amplifier gain is unity. Hence to 

achieve a specific maximum gain G, the input signal power 

cannot exceed a value given by 

PS,in 
       

   
                                                                         (5) 

3. THE DESIGN PRESENTATION 

 

The proposed link as illustrated in Fig.1, having 32, 64 and 

96channels, transmitter compound component is with  data 

source, non return to zero (NRZ) electrical driver, laser source 

and external Mach-Zehnder modulator, each data source is 

generating signal of 20Gbps pseudo random sequence, amplified 

signal passes through SMF thereafter, to  compound component 

with hybrid amplifier. Numerous parameters are as Raman fiber 

length is 10km, operating temp. 300
0
K, pump wavelength 1480 

nm, pump power 300 mW, attenuation 0.2 dB/km, SOA bias 

current 100mA, Amplifier length is 300 ×10
−6

m, confinement 

factor is 0.35, and insertion loss is 3 dB. Nonlinearities are on 

and multiplexed signals passed through respective receivers and 

converted into original signal with the help of PIN detectors, 

filters to the performance measuring instruments.  
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Figure.1.Proposed Topology of DWDM link and input spectrums 

(32/64/96Channels) 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Numerically simulated results for numerous DWDM 

links with channel to channel spacing of 100 GHz have been 

illustrated in terms of quality factor (Q) and eye patterns over 

selected transmission reach in figures.Fig.2A (p) depicts the 

investigated result for DWDM system with EDFA for randomly 

received channels. It depicts highest Q of 23dB over the selected 

transmission reach.Fig.2B (q) depicts result for DWDM system 

with Raman amplifier for randomly received channels with 

variation of the Raman power, depicts highest Q of 27.5dB over 

the selected transmission reach. Comparison revealed that 

Raman Amplification improves transmission performance.  
 

 
[q]  

 
Figure.2A. (p) Q vs. EDFA gain (q) Q vs. Raman power gain 
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Figure.2B. Q vs.  Length for (p) 32channels (q) 64Channels(r) 96Channels 

with hybrid amplification in presence of nonlinearities 

 

Figure.2B depicts performance with number of standard ITU-T 

recommended single mode fibers, illustrate results for 

32x20Gbps, 64x20Gbps, 96x20Gbps with G655 

(LucentTrueWave) fiber under nonlinear environment together 

with hybrid amplification schemes. It showed improved 

transmission performance with hybrid amplification scheme 

(Raman+EDFA) than RAMAN+SOA and EDFA+SOA schemes 

with G655 (LucentTrueWave). As the Raman gain efficiency is 

influential, how much Raman gain can be obtained from a given 

amount of pump power, depend upon number of factors, 

including the Raman effective area, the composition of the fiber, 

and the pump and signal wavelengths.  
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Figure2C. Q vs.  Length for 32x20Gbps presence of nonlinearities (p) for 

G655without hybrid amplification (q) G655with hybrid amplification(r) 

with hybrid amplification DS_Anomalous SMF(s) with hybrid amplification 

yy_Alcatel SMF (t) with hybrid amplification Corning SMF 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure2D. Q vs.  Length for 64channels (p) without hybrid amplification in 

presence of nonlinearities (q) with hybrid Amplifications (r) DS_Anomalous 

SMF (s) Alcatel SMF 

 

 
Figure2E.Q vs.  Length for 96-channels (p) without hybrid amplification in 

presence of nonlinearities (q) with Hybrid Amplification 
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Figure2F. Q vs. randomly detected channel for 96x20Gbps over 300km 

Lucent True wave fiber (Raman configurations) 

 
Figure. 3A Detected channels (1, 8, 17, 24, 32) eye pattern for 32x20Gbps 

at300km with hybrid amplification 

Fig.3B. Detected 

channels (1, 8, 17, 24, 32) eye pattern for 32x20Gbps at300km without hybrid amplification 

 
Figure. 3C Detected channels (1, 24, 48, 72, 96) eye pattern for 96x20Gbps at300km with 

hybrid amplification 

 
Figure.3D Detected channels (1, 24, 48, 72, 96) eye pattern for 96x20Gbps at300km without 

hybrid amplification 

Results for 32x20Gbps DWDM links with channel to channel 

spacing of 100 GHz have been illustrated in figures.Fig.2C, 

Fig.2D and Fig.2E depicts investigation for 32x20Gbps, 

64x20Gbps and 96x20Gbps DWDM links for channel to channel 

spacing of 100 GHz, with and without hybrid amplification 

together with numerous fibers as G655 (LucentTrueWave), DS-

Anomalous, Alcatel, Corning SMF’s under nonlinear 

environment for randomly received channels. It showed that 

performance degrades with rise in the number of multiplexed 

channels. It showed improved overall systems transmission 

performance with hybrid amplification scheme (Raman+EDFA) 

than RAMAN+SOA and EDFA+SOA schemes together with 

G655 (LucentTrueWave),as the performance of Raman 

amplification depends on the properties of the transmission 

fibers used. Fig.2F depicts investigated performance for two 

different Raman configurations compared, fiber pumped with 

single counter and co propagating for 96x20Gbps plotted, in 

terms of Q vs. randomly detected channels over with Lucent 

True wave fiber (300km).It depicted that good transmission 

performance with counter-propagating pump owing to  

amplification of  the signal launched into the fiber. Randomly 

received eye pattern for numerous DWDM systems with and 

without hybrid amplifications have been illustrated in Fig.3A, 

Fig.3B, Fig.3C, Fig.3D.It showed improved transmission 

performance with hybrid amplification scheme (Raman+EDFA) 

for G655 (LucentTrueWave).The results presented the viability 

of the Raman Amplification and hybrid amplification schemes 

over medium and long haul communication as it diminishes fiber 

nonlinearity. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The DWDM links of 1.92, 1.28Tbps, 640Gbps capacity have 

been designed and performance investigated for numerous 

amplification schemes, SMF’s over the selected transmission 

reach. Numerically simulated results show acceptable Q-factor 

and eye opening over the randomly selected span three hundred 

kilometers of optical communication. Investigations depicted 

that as the number of channels increase performance degrades 

owing to gain saturation, cross gain modulation, cross phase 

modulation and four wave mixing. Though, it has showed 

improved transmission performance with hybrid amplification 

scheme (Raman+EDFA) with G655 (LucentTrueWave) fiber. 

Investigation illustrates feasibility of the Raman and hybrid 

amplification schemes for modern optical communication 

schemes as it overcomes fiber nonlinearity up to certain extent. 
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